Aug. 27- Introduction to course- review course outline, time line and gallery report. 
Quick assignment- who are you? 
Lab- open

Sept. 3- look at ‘who are you’ assignment. 
**Assignment # 1 lecture.** 
Lab- existing light demo.

Sept. 10– Using existing light and how to control it.

**Sept. 17- Assignment #2 lecture.** 
lab- lighting demo

Sept. 24– **Critique assignment #1**  
lab- work in class

Oct. 1– Strobe is your friend. Headshots. 
lab-

Oct. 8-. **Assignment #3 lecture**  
lab-. lighting demo

Oct. 15- **Critique assignment #2**  
lab- work in class

Oct. 22- Combination lighting.  
lab- lighting demo

Oct. 29- laws, rules and rights. Stock photography and releases.  
lab- TBD

**Nov. 5- Assignment #4 lecture.**  
lab- Nov. 7- lighting demo

Nov. 12- **Assignment #3 critique.**  
lab- lighting demo

Nov. 19– Guest photographer and assistant.  
lab-. tbd

Nov. 26- edit in progress.  
lab- lab time to print

**Dec. 3-** work in class  
lab- lab time to print

**Dec. 10- Assignment #4 due. Gallery Report due.**